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Tally.ERP 9 is built with extensive industry-specific
features to help businesses grow and excel. It is a full-
featured edition of the software and includes familiar
features found in Tally.ERP 7.5. The new features
include: Tally.ERP 9 features include New User
Interface; Intuitive Inventory; Multi-currency reporting
and analysis; Multi-currency inventory and sales
reporting; New Payment Method: Online/Bank transfer;
Project LCR with Project Planner; Batch Process
Automation, reporting, transaction management,
inventory management, procurement, and purchase
orders; Updated Integration with QuickBooks; Multi-
lingual support; Multi-Module Reporting: JBoss
Forge/Geronimo/SimpleReport; Multi-Module
Scheduling; Enhanced Reporting, Lifecycle, and
Quotations; Enhanced Multi-Module User Access; Multi-
Module Billing Tally.ERP 9 can be downloaded and
installed for FREE. Our comprehensive 30-day trial
edition also lets you sign up for a free 30-day period of
unlimited usage, without requiring any credit card
information or commitment from you. At the end of
your free 30-day trial, you can buy Tally.ERP 9 for as
low as $39.95. You can also subscribe to an annual
support and maintenance plan for as low as $99 per
user. If you are a large company with ERP needs, you
can sign up for the Tally.ERP on-site edition that can
support up to 10 users. Hello again. I have another
query. My company purchase some items for
garments and make T-Shirt. They purchase colors from
abroad around $3 per unit and sells $7. Is it possible to
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maintain about purchase and sells transaction. If you
suggest me then it will be very helpful for me. Waiting
to hearing from you at your earliest. Thanks in
advance. And congratulations for your free awesome
videos. These videos are really helpful for me so far. I
just started learning tally since yesterday and enjoying
till so far. Thanks. Take care
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